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PREFACE

The purpose of this study is to investigate the feasibility 
of implementing a rearranged work week at Blue Cross and Blue 
Shield of Nebraska. A rearranged work week is defined as a 
reallocation of working hours over a four day period which may 
include flexible starting times during the day and a reduction of 
total hours in a week.

The research and analysis will begin with a review of the 
history of the work week followed by a discussion of the role 
played by Labor and Government. Significant survey data will be 
reviewed and advantages and disadvantages cited. The study will 
then focus specifically on Blue Cross and Blue Shield of 
Nebraska, including the use of a model to test the feasibility 
of implementing the rearranged work week with recommendations for 
action.
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I. INTRODUCTION TO THE REARRANGED WORK WEEK

There is widespread discussion and enthusiasm among members 
of the business community in anticipation of added leisure time 
as a result of a rearranged work week. Extensive research is 
being conducted and newspapers and magazines continuously feature 
articles concerning the growing list of pioneers in this area. 
Reports of changes in the work week from the standard five day, 
forty hours have been appearing with increasing frequency; and the 
long fought for eight hour day suddenly has become the subject of 
considerable questioning. The rather extensive coverage that has 
been received from the media has given rise to speculation and 
controversy as to whether or not it is a practical concept for 
companies generally to adopt.

In examining the concept of the rearranged work week, the 
most common reference is "H/U-O", four working days, ten hours each 
day. In actual practice, however, many firms have moved to a po
sition of four working days but limit the number of hours from 
eight and one-half to nine and one-half hours per day. In addi
tion, there is often reference to modifications involving shift 
operation, flexible starting times and expanding the number of 
days that the firm is actually open to the public for business.
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II. AN HISTORICAL REVIEH'/ OF THE WORK WEEK

To gain a better perspective of this movement towards a 
four day work week, a brief review of the evolution of the stan
dard work week is necessary. Today's work week of approximately 
five days and forty hours did not become established in the United 
States until the early 1950's.1 In the late 1700's it was common 
to work a fourteen to sixteen hour day, six days per week. This 
was in part due to the fact that more time and effort was required 
to accomplish relatively simple tasks before the introduction of 
mechanization and the arrival of the Industrial and Technological 
Revolutions. By 1830 the American labor unions were taking a strong 
stand for a reduction in working hours per day, if still a six day
week, but this position was opposed by management on moral and

3economic grounds. Despite this opposition, President Jackson
established a ten hour day for shipyard workers in Philadelphia,
and by 18M-0 most skilled trades and government workers in the

u.Eastern cities were on a ten hour day. The trend toward a

Gordon F. Bloom and Herbert R. Northrup, Economics of 
Labor Relations (Homewood, Illinois: Richard D. Irwin, 1969), 
pp. 471-473.

^Joseph M. Via, Hours and Wages in American Organized 
Labor (St. Louis: Eiitnam and Sons, 1939), p. 30.

^Ib-id., p. 34.
^Don Hellriegel, "The Four-Day Workweek: A Review and Assess

ment," Michigan State University’s Business Topics, XX (Spring,
1972), p. 39.
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decline in the number of hours worked per week had begun, and by 
1890, the ten hour day had been adopted by many. However, a twelve 
hour day was still prevalent due to the demand for unskilled labor 
and the influx of inexpensive immigrant labor.

The first known documented five day week was not until 1908, 
and it remained unique for many years.^ Some of the more impor
tant influences in accelerating the decline of hours worked per 
week during the first two decades of the twentieth century were: 
the relative collective bargaining strength of employers and unions, 
a greater emphasis on the corporate form of business as opposed to 
individual proprietorships, government legislative action (the 
passage of the Adamson Act, 1917, which provided for an eight hour 
day to railroads), and changes in social mores regarding work and
leisure time. The Ford Motor Company was one of the handful of

0firms adopting the five day work week by 1929.
The Great Depression of the 1930's brought more major changes 

in the standard work week; hours were reduced due to the level of 
economic activity and not choice. More government legislative 
action, such as the Walsh-Healy Public Contracts Act (1936) and 
the Fair Labor Standards Act (1938) wrote the forty-hour standard 
work week into law. During the Second World War, overtime was 
often required, as was Saturday work, but a standard five day, 
forty-hour week had taken root and soon prevailed throughout the 
economy.

^Riva Poor, "Social Innovation: 4 Days-40 Hours," Columbia 
Journal of World Business, (January-February, 1971), p. 92.

®Ibid.



Though interest in the four day work week began to develop 
more rapidly in the late 1960’s, the initial impetus goes back 
some thirty years to 1990 when drivers at many of the major oil 
companies adopted the four day schedule.^ Mobil and Gulf Oil 
Companies were the leaders in this conversion, but it is still 
not universal to this industry, local conditions and traditions 
being determining factors as to whether the shorter work week is 
accepted.

By 1971, estimates of the number of converted companies
ranged from 125 to about 370.^ It is now felt that some 2,000
companies have compressed their work week, and Labor Department

gstudies indicate that this trend is continuing to grow. Because 
of this rapid growth, statistics on the actual number of companies 
converting to the shorter work week, in part or entirely, are out 
of date by the time of publication. As noted earlier, the Ford 
Motor Company was an innovator with the five day week and is now 
designated as the largest potential user of the four day week, if 
the United Auto Workers succeed with their bargaining.

It should be stressed that this interest in the shorter 
work week should not be dismissed as a passing fad. Many of the

?Riva Poor, ed., 9 Days, 90 Hours (Cambridge, Massachusetts: 
Bursk and Poor Publishing, 1970), p. 28.

®Ken Botwright, "The 9-Day Work Week Is Spreading," Parade: 
The Washington Post Sunday Newspaper Magazine, (July 11, 1971), 
p . 16.

^"Europe Likes Flexi-time Work," Business Week, (October 7, 
1972), p. 81.
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objections expressed concerning the rearranged work week (i.e. 
four-forty) are the same or similar to the ones expressed about 
the five day forty-hour week thirty years ago.

Though the four day forty-hour week is mainly management 
initiated, a sharp contrast to previous movements concerned with 
shorter work weeks, the Federal Government is becoming involved-- 
if not by means of legislation, by considering it for their own 
employees. The Social Security Administration in Baltimore is 
weighing the possibility of transferring its 15,000 employees to 
a four day forty hour week, contingent upon changes in Federal 
statutes affecting overtime.10

P.Paul Goggi, "Are We Ready For It? M-Days, 40-Hours," 
Management World, (September, 1972), p. 13.



III. LABOR AND GOVERNMENT VIEWS

A. ORGANIZED LABOR’S VIEW OF THE REARRANGED WORK WEEK
Labor’s basic agreement in support of the eight hour day 

has not changed over the years. Since the turn of the century, 
organized labor has argued that more than eight hours of work per 
day is harmful to the moral, social and intellectual development 
of the worker.

From the early 19.th century until the passage of the Davis- 
Bacon Act, Public Contracts Act, and Fair Labor Standards Act, 
there was continuing pressure, primarily from organized labor, to 
reduce the basic work day and the work week. The standard work 
day had been twelve hours early in the 19th century, gradually 
giving way to ten hours, and finally, largely through legislation, 
to eight hours.

Today there is disagreement between management and organized 
labor over the number of hours in a work day. Management sees 
substantial gains in the shorter work week. It permits more in
tensive use of capital equipment and spreads both fixed and indirect 
costs over more operating hours. The end result management hopes 
is greater productivity, higher profits and increased employee 
morale. The unions feel that workers are entitled to a share of 
any increased profits. Premium pay for work after eight hours per 
day is an excellent assurance of this share.

6
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The concept of premium pay after eight hours in one day or 
forty hours in one week, as established by the Walsh-Healey Act, 
was not intended to provide a larger pay check to the individual 
worker, but to make overtime so expensive to the employer that it 
would be more economical for him to hire more workers to handle 
an expanding workload than to work existing employees on an over
time basis.^ This concept, obviously, had great appeal during 
the depression years following 1929, and still has validity. 
Reduction of the basic work week to forty hours made an important 
contribution to the economy of the United States.

Among opposition to the four day work week, Leonard Woodcock, 
President of the United Auto Workers, resists on the grounds that 
it would lead to more moonlighting and thus give some workers two 
jobs while others have none. But the trade unions in general favor 
the shorter week and feel that the great majority of workers would 
choose more leisure.

In addition, unions charge a standard nine hour or ten horn? 
day conflicts with deep-seated attachment to the eight hour day 
which has been strongly supported on grounds of worker efficiency, 
health and safety. Mr. Jacob dayman, Administrative Director of 
the AFL-CIO, feels that prolonged, unalleviated exposure of workers 
to hazardous substances, adverse temperatures, limited motion, 
noise and artificial light, leads to increased fatigue and increased

"^Jacob dayman, Thomas Hannigan, and W. Hunter Simpson,
"The 4— 40 Workweek: Tiro Views," Manpower, (January, 1972), p. 16.

■^"Coming the 4-Day Week," Nation, (November 30, 1970) , 
p. 549.
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levels of toxic substances in the body. "Even where factories and
other work establisliments meet current U. S. Department of Labor
safety and health standards, the 10 hour day may mean increased

13injury and death rates for workers."
In his article, "4-40 Work Week", W. Hunter Simpson quotes 

from Motion and Time Study by R. M. Barnes: "At the present time 
there is no satisfactory way of measuring fatigue. Physiological 
measurements promise to provide objective means of determining the 
time and duration of periods of rest and work during the day. 
However, in this country we have not yet done the research and 
testing to validate this procedure."^

In those studies which have been conducted, however, fatigue 
is more commonly related to the employee’s attitude toward his job 
and his working conditions than to length of hours. It has been 
shown, for example, that an interesting or varied job produces less 
fatigue than a highly repetitious or physically demanding one. 
Studies on the effects of music or color on various jobs have shown 
a direct correlation between tension ana fatigue. Similarly, 
highly motivated employees interested in a company and well in
formed about their individual contribution show much less fatigue 
than their less motivated co-workers

According to the National Safety Council, a 1S68 study by 
the Pennsylvania Bureau of Research and Statistics indicated that

■^dayman, Hannigan, and Simpson, "The 4— M-0 Workweek", p. 18. 
14ibid., p. 19.
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although accidents are fairly evenly spaced throughout the day, the 
first hour of work accounts for the most accidents in both cate
gories- This study covered eighteen manufacturing and twenty non
manufacturing industries in the state. As a general rule, the 
number of accidents decreases as the day wears on. If accident 
rate is related at all to the number of hours worked, it is heavily 
weighted toward the early part of the day."^

Proponents of the rearranged work week report that the fac
tor of fatigue is one of the positive results of the change. From 
the various surveys conducted, it appears that employees are more 
interested and enthusiastic about their jobs and work in anticipa
tion of their three day week-end. In addition, while It is felt 
that in most cases, the working conditions that were present in the 
1920Ts and 1930’s left improvements to be desired, it is questioned 
whether the working conditions that are present today would have 
provided organized labor with the same impetus.

Much has been alleged about the problems associated with in
creased leisure time. Jacob dayman points out that when combined 
with longer hours, the four day week will result in a high degree 
of isolation for the worker. "He loses contact with friends, rela
tives and. family. It also limits his ability to participate in 
community and union activities. Many union members are quite active 
in community and civic affairs. A ten hour day would preclude

-^Edmond M. Rosethal, "Are Workers Up to the Four-Day 
Workweek?", Supervisory Management, XVII (September, 1972), 
p. 14.
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their devoting any free hours or work day to Scouts, Little League, 
the numerous charities and dozens of other activities whose suc
cess depends on the efforts of volunteers.

Riva Poor has conducted interviews with employees before and 
after their companies have adopted the four day, forty hour plan, 
or similar work schedules. While the employees surveyed expressed 
favorable and unfavorable opinions of the new work week before and 
after implementation, the percentage of employees favoring the

I Oplan never decreased in the poll conducted after its implementation.
The results of the Gallup Poll published in February, 1971,

showed that the general population strongly favors the reduced
work week, especially female workers and those who are college-
educated. This survey included rank and file members of organized
labor. And although organized labor is not officially in favor of
the reduced work week at this time, most major unions have smaller
locals or units currently working under the four day week contracts.

Howard Coughlin, President of the Office and Professional
Employees International, sees the four day, forty hour week as a
steppingstone to the four day, thirty-two hour goal since many
conversions actually result in a shortening of the total number of 

20hours worked.

-^dayman, Hannigan and Simpson, "The M--M-0 Workweek," p. 1M-.
"^Poor, M-Days, MO Hours, p. 1H.
1 Qdayman, Hannigan and Simpson, "The M— MO Workweek," p. 1M.
^Howard Coughlin, "The Four Day Office Work Week," Personnel, 

(April, 1972), p. M7.
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It is logical that union leaders will favor and press for 
four day plans which result in decreased work hours at no decrease 
in pay- Those plans that call for no decrease in working hours or 
a decrease in pay probably will be resisted. Hours of work, 
coupled with the wages earned of those hours, have been the basic 
issues in the history of the labor movement. It is not surprising then 
that the concept put forth by management, which, in effect, would 
only rearrange those hours over four days and lengthen the working 
day to close to where it was over 100 years ago, would be met with 
suspicion and distrust by some labor leaders.

Joseph Cointin, a regional official of the Machinists Union 
in St. Louis, exemplifies this fact. He argues that unions should 
be working toward a four day week of thirty-two hours at forty 
hours pay. Cointin states, "This business of working ten hour 
days strikes at the heart of what our unions have accomplished for 
us over the years, and the shift to four ten hour days in a work 
week that is taking place in many sections of the country can only 
play havoc in the universal eight hour day that unions so long 
fought for."^

The union position toward the rearranged work week cannot 
be generalized but will depend upon the factors thus mentioned and 
the perceived assessment of the potential advantages and disad
vantages. One major conclusion seems apparent. Considering the 
long history of union pressure for reduced hours and/or work days,

2-*-"As h-Day Week Spreads, It Meets Some Doubters," U. S.
News and World Report, (March 20, 1972), p. 55.
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the acceptance of the rearranged work week surely will be viewed 
as part of a larger strategy for further reductions in the number 
of work hours.

B. THE GOVERNMENTAL AND LEGAL VIEW OF THE REARRANGED WORK WEEK
It is felt that many firms who were contemplating the imple

mentation of a rearranged work week have forgone such thoughts 
until the Government’s Economic Stabilization policies have been 
lifted. An example is the John Hancock Mutual Life Insurance 
Company, who had planned for 290 employees to move to the shorter 
work week in September, 1971. The plans were changed following a 
decision from the Cost of Living Council, who stated that any de
crease in working hours without an equal decrease in pay consti- 
tuted an increase in salary. In that most employees would pre
fer not to have a reduction in wages under any conditions, many 
companies are perhaps in a position to implement such programs only 
after the wage ceiling is lifted.

Another obstacle from the Government has come in the form of 
women not having the opportunity to work over a certain number of 
hours in the day or in a week. An example is that in the State of 
Oklahoma, where women are not allowed to work over nine hours in 
one day nor more than fifty-four hours in one week. Mr. Tim 
Leonard, Assistant Attorney General of Oklahoma, reviewed the 
State Law and provided the following thought. "If the State denies 
a woman the opportunity to work the same number of hours that a man

22"The Four-Day Work Week," U. S. News and World Report,
(March 20, 1972), p. 56.
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may work, then the State Law is in conflict with the U. S. Consti
tution which prohibits discrimination on the basis of sex. Inas
much as the U. S. Constitution takes precedence over any State Law,

23the State Law pertaining to this matter is null and void."
Similar comments from the States of South Dakota and North Dakota 
have been heard. In those states where such laws do exist, 
companies may apply for a waiver. It should be noted, however, 
that in the State of Nebraska, no such laws exist.

In addition, many states require that any work in a single 
day over eight hours must be compensated in time and one-half.
Also any work over forty hours in a work week must be compensated 
at time and one-half. In the State of Nebraska, the only law in 
this area relates to over forty hours in a work week. Those com
panies who have an eight hour a day rule will have to receive a 
waiver. Pressure, however, is building to repeal this law. Workers 
at the National Headquarters of the Social Security Administration 
in Baltimore have asked officials to try the four day work week.
In a vote conducted by the American Federation of Government 
Employees, eighty-three percent were in favor of the shorter week. 
The Headquarters of the Social Security Administration has approxi
mately 17,000 employees. Union leaders, although asking agency 
heads to discuss the new schedule, conceded that for cost reasons, 
it would require a change in overtime rules for Government 
employees. ^  The law now requires payment of premium rates for

^Poor, H-Days. H-0 Hours, p. 21.
^Goggi, "Are We Ready For It?", p. 15.



work after eight hours a day in Government. Undoubtedly, the 
highly industrialized union states will push to retain overtime 
after eight hours a day; but the Government, who will have the 
final say, has a movement even greater than organized labor in 
some cases--itself.



IV. A REVIEW AND ANALYSIS OF SURVEY DATA

A. THE AMERICAN MANAGEMENT ASSOCIATION SURVEY
In August and September of 1971, the American Management 

Association conducted a survey related to the four day work week. 
Participants of the survey were selected from two sources. The 
first group of 2,900 questionnaires was addressed to randomly 
selected presidents of companies enrolled in the AMA General 
Management Divisions, and produced 811 usable replies, a thirty- 
four percent response. The second group of questionnaires went 
to 600 executives of companies known to be operating on the re
arranged work week, or who had expressed to AMA a definite interest 
in the subject. This group produced 295 replies, a response rate 
of forty-one percent. 3

In the exhibit on the following page, it reveals that 
five percent have converted to the four day week, eighteen percent 
are planning or evaluating a four day week, one percent have dis
continued the arrangement, and seventy-six percent are not cur
rently considering such a plan.

P RRichard Gusman, Dale Tarnowieski, and Kenneth E. Wheeler, 
The Four-Day Week, (An AMA Research Report, 1972), pp. 1-91.

15
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STATUS OF FOUR-DAY WEEK IN 1,056 COMPANIES 
RESPONDING TO AMA SURVEY

Status

AMA Member 
Companies 
Selected 
At Random

Companies 
Thought to 

Have a Definite 
Interest in the 
Four-Day Week Total

Four-day week plan in 
operation M3 100 143
Planning or evaluating a 
four-day week 142 95 237
Have discontinued such a 
plan 6 7 13
Not currently considering 
a four-day week 620 43 663

TOTALS 811 245 1,056
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While the majority are not considering such a plan, the sur
vey results indicate a substantial number of firms who have either 
implemented such a program or who are evaluating the possible im
plementation .

Among the 14-3 companies that have converted to a four-day 
week, 100 have initiated this program between January and August 
of 1971. While the AMA survey was conducted in September, 1971, 
and no other information is available from AMA since that date, 
it is felt that the high acceleration that occurred in 1971 has 
declined. While no specific data is available, the Government’s 
stabilization policies which went into effect August 15, 1971 
(Wage and Price Freeze) specifically state that any decrease in 
working hours without the same decrease in pay constitutes an in
crease in salary and counts toward the 5.5 percent increase in 
salary ceiling. As such, many firms have postponed such conver
sions until after the "freeze" is lifted.

Among the conpanies that have converted, sales range from 
one quarter of a million dollars to one and one-half billion 
dollars. The number of employees range from a low of eight to 
fifty-nine thousand.

While eighteen general products lines are represented in the 
survey, the three largest are general manufacturing, metal working, 
and insurance companies.

The data also revealed information which tends to discredit 
the fact that the four-day week is appropriate for only single 
shift operation. Among the one hundred twenty-seven firms who 
converted and who have shift arrangements, forty-one are two-shift
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operations and fourteen are three-shift operations.
Among the effects on business results as supplied by the 

one hundred forty-three firms who have implemented the four-day 
week, "costs" were said to have had a decrease in 38 percent of 
the firms, increased in 11 percent, and remained the same in 
51 percent. Overall production increased in 62 percent, decreased 
in 3 percent, and 35 percent remained the same. Productivity in 
those companies who had measurements increased 66 percent and de
clined in only 3 percent. Profits increased in 51 percent of 
the companies and decreased in only 4 percent.

In other areas that were surveyed, it was felt by 59 percent 
of the firms that a public relations benefit was gained and 69 per
cent reported overall improvements to employee relations. Thus, 
the financial considerations of cost, production, productivity, 
and profits all experienced favorable gains as did the public and 
employee relations benefits.

While objectivity provides the best measure, attitudes are 
also important to be considered in a transition of this nature.
The following exhibit was taken directly from some of the survey 
results conducted by the American Management Association. What 
these comparisons seem to say is that companies facing potential 
changes of unknown dimensions are quite naturally hesitant and fear
ful, ready to assume the worst and conservative in their thoughts. 
Conversely, the survey shows that companies who have made the 
transition reflect a more positive position.



ATTITUDES TOWARD THE EFFECTS 
OF THE FOUR-DAY WEEK IN . .

Companies Not 
Considering 

Four-Day Week

Companies 
Planning or 
Evaluating 
Four-Day Week

Companies 
Operating On 
Four-Day Week

Effects Agree Disagree Agree Disagree Agree Disagree

Improves business results 95
In total, the management job becomes
more difficult 947
Production will decrease 24-8
Costs will increase 396
Customer relations will be adversely 
affected 393
Employee morale will be improved 369
Recruiting will be easier 387
Employee turnover will be reduced 281
Absenteeism will be reduced 339
Employee fatigue will be increased if 
a longer workday is worked 429

501 112 86 101 25

179 93 129 40 99
339 21 187 6 132
219 53 161 19 121

221 65 144 10 127
232 181 29 133 5
2.10 182 24 126 9
315 161 52 118 19
265 174 4-5 119 18

205 109 120 39 97



Companies Not 
Considering 

Four-Day Week

Companies 
Planning or 
Evaluating 
Four-Day Week

Companies 
Operating On 
Four-Day Week

Effects Agree Disagree Agree Disagree Agree Disagree

Work-scheduling flexibility will be 
lost 327 286 52 166 20 118
The competitive capability of the 
company will be adversely affected 369 24-3 4-1 154 10 126
Working mothers will have an easier 
time 34-5 277 114 102 87 47
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Among the survey questions, it was asked as to whom intro
duced the idea of the four-day week. Of the 138 firms who responded, 
management was the source of impetus in 127 cases, employees in 
eight firms, and the union had offered the idea in three plants.
In most firms who have initiated the four-day week, not all employees 
necessarily take part. Typical are the management group.

In the AMA survey, 58 percent indicated that executives had 
not changed from their former schedule. In 25 percent of the re
sponses, executives were taking advantage of the additional day 
off and in the remaining 17 percent, it was too early to tell, or 
it varied depending on the executives.

While management has overwhelmingly initiated the change, it 
is interesting to note that it appears in 58 percent of the cases 
reported by the survey that they themselves have not taken advan
tage of the results. The percentage reported above can be somewhat 
misleading. The survey reported that while many executives con
tinued to work the fifth day, often this was the time for unin
terrupted management meetings and silent hours in which managers 
could get caught up on paper work and reading. Thus, managers 
in many cases were now free on Saturday and Sunday where they had 
not experienced this situation when everyone was working a five-day 
week.

From the American Management Association survey, the re
arranged work week is not regional but rather it is national in 
scope. Thirty-three states, as well as the District of Columbia, 
are represented and appear to be evenly divided across the 
Northern, Eastern, Southern, and Western states. What was once
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thought of as a fad. in the New England States has now become 
national innovation.

B. AMERICAN SOCIETY OF PERSONNEL ADMINISTRATION SURVEY
The Bureau of National Affairs, Inc., in conjunction with the 

American Society for Personnel Administration, conducted a nation
wide survey to determine how personnel executives view the changing 
work week. Results reported are based on 181 responses from a 
special ASPA Panel consisting of 265 ASPA members and officers. In 
order to obtain information on the experiences of a representative 
number of firms who have adopted a shorter or more flexible work 
week, the survey was expanded beyond the usual panel to include 
fifty-nine companies that had received press coverage for their 
implementation of a shortened work week.^

The ASPA Panel responses are from personnel executives in 
organizations ranging in size from 120 to 36,000, of which 57 
percent are manufacturing firms, 29 percent are nonmanufacturing, 
and 13 percent are schools, hospitals, municipalities, and other 
non-business establishments. The non-ASPA responses of businesses 
with changed work weeks came from personnel executives in organiza
tions ranging in size from ten to eighteen thousand employees, of 
which 63 percent are manufacturing concerns, 30 percent are non
manufacturing, and 7 percent are schools, hospitals and other non
business and service establishments.

2®John D. Stewart, ed.,"ASPA-BNA Survey: The Changing Work
week," Bulletin to Management, (January 6, 1972), pp. 1-10.
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The ASPA companies represented are divided almost equally be
tween larger (those with over 1,000 employees) and smaller organiza
tions, with eighty-seven small firms and ninety-four large firms 
reporting. Small firms with under 1,000 employees, however, dominate 
the non-ASPA responses from companies with a changed work week. 
Companies Rearranging the Work Week.— Approximately 30 percent of 
the companies surveyed have instituted some type of a rearranged 
work week. Of the 30 percent with changed work weeks, a sizable 
majority (83 percent) are small firms with fewer than 1,000 employees.

Almost half (48 percent) of those firms with shortened work 
weeks adopted a four-day, forty-hour week. Approximately 28 percent 
adopted four-day schedules that run from thirty-nine hours to as 
low as thirty-two hours. The most popular of these other four-day 
schedules involves the nine and one-half hour day. Other types of 
shortened work weeks have been adopted by 24 percent of the chang
ing companies. These include a variety of approaches ranging from 
constantly rotating schedules, to the continuous operation scheduled 
into individual shifts of approximately thirty-six hours. This 
latter type of schedule is most often found in computer conpanies 
where there is a need for round-the-clock presence of certain 
operators.

Most companies (80 percent) reporting a changed work week 
had been on the traditional five-day, forty-hours schedule. Over 
18 percent had been on some variation of the five-day schedule, 
primarily ones that involved thirty-seven or thirty-seven and one-
half hour work weeks.



Approximately 32 percent of the changing firms shortened 
the work week for their entire workforce- This means that over 
two-thirds (68 percent) of the newly adopted schedules do not apply 
to all employees.

The number of employees actually covered by the changed 
schedules varies. Few, however, seem to cover more than 500 
employees.

NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES AFFECTED BY NEW SCHEDULE
Number of Small Large Total No. Percentage
Employées Firms Firms of Firms of Total

1 to 50 17 3 20 28%
50 to 100 10 1 11 16%

100 to 200 13 1 14- 20%
200 to 500 13 1 14- 20%
500 to 1000 4- 3 7 9%
over 1000 - 2 2 3%
No response 2 1 3 4-%

Nearly two-thirds (64- percent) of the new plans were adopted 
as recently as 1971. Since only a third of the shortened work 
weeks now-in operation were in effect prior to 1971, it is apparent 
that the idea has shown a rapid gain in popularity.

When asked whether or not the shortened work week plan was to 
be considered permanent or temporary, a significant number (73 per
cent) of companies indicated that it was considered permanent.

Where the change is temporary, the length of the trial period 
vari.es from three months to more than a year.
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Companies that had new work schedules were asked about cer
tain aspects of the change. When asked where the impetus for 
making the change came from, 73 percent of the firms indicate that 
the idea originated at some point in the managerial hierarchy.
Only 9 percent of the firms trace the idea to either their employees 
or an employee organization. Of the firms that mention other 
impetuses for the change, several cited a joint decision of both 
labor and management. Taking this into consideration, employees or 
employee groups are involved in 19 percent of the decisions to 
change the work week.

The responses to the question concerning the companies’ 
overall satisfaction with the change are as follows:

SATISFACTION WITH CHANGED WORK WEEK 
Employee Responses Companies with Change
Satisfied 79%
Not Satisfied 1%
Too Soon to Tell 19%
Yes & No 3%
No Response 3%

Total 100%
When asked why they were satisfied with the change, respon

dents most often cited "employee morale", "effects on production”, 
and "aids to recruitment". "Improved employee morale" or evidence 
of it, such as less absenteeism and turnover, combined to account 
for 59 percent of all reasons given. "Improved production" was
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mentioned by 35 percent of the respondents, and "preferred hiring 
practices" by 11 percent. No other reasons were mentioned more 
than once.

For a more thorough evaluation of the results of the changes, 
respondents were asked if the change had, in fact, accomplished 
the goals management had in mind when implementing the new work 
week. Approximately 89 percent of the firms answered that the 
change had accomplished the goals management had in mind. More 
than 4 percent of the respondents felt it was too soon to tell, 
and another 4 percent said they had not accomplished the goals 
they had in mind.

With regard to specific goals, twenty-one firms indicated 
they had achieved high employee morale, eight firms had experienced 
an improvement to productivity, while six firms felt they had 
attained a recruiting advantage with the new work week. The latter 
seemed to be particularly true for computer operations. Not all 
firms mentioned specific goals.
Companies That Have Not Rearranged the Work Week.--Those employers 
who have not changed the work week for their workforce were asked if 
such a change was ever seriously considered or discussed by manage
ment. The results indicate that while the shortened work week con
cept may be gaining in popularity, it is not yet a trend.

Companies that have considered or discussed a change were 
then asked if they anticipated that any such change would be made 
in the next year or two. Twenty firms that are considering a 
change (13 percent of the panel) anticipate it will come in the 
next year or two. This indicates that slightly more than half of
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those considering the change expect that it will become a reality 
in the forseeable future. In addition, two firms, or 1 percent 
of the respondents, think such a change is a "possibility".

C . A TWENTY-SEVEN FIRM SURVEY CONDUCTED BY RIVA POOR
Riva Poor is the author of *4-Days, 40-Hours, perhaps the 

most comprehensive text that has been written on this subject to 
date. Ms. Poor’s text is basically a collection of articles on 
the four-day work week from a variety of different authors. Part 
of her text, however, is a survey of twenty-seven firms which con
verted to the four-day work week. While the sample size of her 
survey does not compare with the survey of the American Management 
Association which was 1,056, of which 14-3 were four-day work week 
conpanies, nor with the American Society of Personnel Administration 
survey of 181, it was perhaps more personal because of her personal 
contact with each of the participants. In addition, it provides a 
basis for which to summarize the research findings.“̂

Ms. Poor’s survey revealed that eighteen of the twenty-seven 
companies were involved in manufacturing, whereas four were service, 
four retail, and one wholesale. This percentage of manufacturing 
companies is considerably higher than the other two surveys. It 
should be noted, however, that Ms. Poor’s survey was conducted in 
the Spring of 1970, prior to the tremendous growth of this movement 
in 1971.

27poor, 4-Days, 4-0-Hours, pp. 15-39.
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While the AMA and the ASPA surveys also list manufacturing 
as the primary mode of business implementing this program, the 
percentage is not as large and indicates far more participation 
among retail and service industries.

The Boston area in Ms. Poor’s survey accounts for eleven of 
the twenty-seven companies. It is not known whether Ms. Poor’s 
home, Boston, had an influence in this survey area; but from the 
other two surveys, the trend appears to be nationwide. Among the 
firms surveyed, the largest was 3,500, the median number of employees 
was 115, and the mean average was 300. These figures are consider
ably lower than the other two surveys, although it is recognized 
that the majority of firms are less than 1,000 employees.

Of the twenty-seven firms interviewed, all indicated that 
the concept was introduced by management. This result, though not 
universal, would support the basic premise that management has 
instituted the phenomenon. As with the other two surveys, both 
the purpose of the four-day week, as well as the results, indicate 
lower costs were achieved, profits were increased, scheduling was 
enhanced, customer service was inproved, and public and employee 
relations were considerably improved.

D. SUMMARY
In summary, there are several generalizations that can be 

made from the three surveys cited:
(1) The growth of the four-day work week while 

receiving some attention in 1968 grew most 
significantly in 1971.
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(2) Management provided the greatest impetus for 
change.

(3) Management’s goals were increased productivity 
and morale, lower costs, better customer 
service, absenteeism and turnover reduction, 
and a recruiting advantage over competitors.

(M-) The surveys indicated that the vast majority
of management objectives had been successfully 
achieved.

(5) Most firms converting fo the program have 
less than 1,000 employees.

(6) Not all employees within a firm have moved to 
the four-day week.

(7) Manufacturing is the largest single unit of 
industry which has converted to the four-day 
week, with retail and service second and third 
respectively.

(8) Attitudes and opinions before and after imple
mentation varied significantly. While there 
was much skepticism prior to implementation, 
there was overwhelming acclaim following its 
initiation.



V. ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES

In reviewing the advantages and disadvantages to the employer 
and the employee, It is important to consider the difference be
tween preconceived notions regarding the rearranged work week and 
the actual results achieved. A review of pages nineteen and twenty 
will support this fact. A following chapter will discuss more 
thoroughly the advantages and disadvantages as they affect Blue 
Cross and Blue Shield of Nebraska. The purpose of this chapter 
is an enumeration of the several advantages and disadvantages as 
noted in the various sources consulted. The magnitude of the 
advantages and disadvantages are a factor of the amount of plan
ning conducted by the firm. In addition, proper communication and 
understanding with employees Is vital to the success of the pro
gram.

A. EMPLOYER ADVANTAGES
(1) Improvements in the employee attitude and 

morale.
(2) The rearranged work week may result in a 

lower absenteeism and turnover.
(3) Lowei' absenteeism and turnover would result 

in lower training and recruitment costs.
(4) Favorable publicity facilitates recruitment.
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(5) Increases in employee morale can have a posi
tive effect on productivity.

(6) Customer service may be improved by virtue of 
the opportunity to contact the company more 
hours during the week.

(7) The additional day away from the job may re
sult in decreased personal time off on the 
part of the employees.

(8) Increased productivity may lower or eliminate 
the cost of overtime.

(9) When flexible starting times are included, 
employee tardiness is minimized.

B. EMPLOYER DISADVANTAGES
(1) The job of management is made more difficult 

by virtue of the increased scheduling that 
is required.

(2) Employee turnover may increase if working 
mothers and other employees object to the 
longer working day.

(3) Errors and accidents may increase as a result 
of increased fatigue.

(M-) Absenteeism may result as a factor of fatigue.
(5) Employee discipline problems will increase 

unless the management works the identical 
hours of the employees.

(6) The transition may increase operating costs 
to the company.

31
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C. EMPLOYEE ADVANTAGES
(1) All work-related expenses such as meals and 

transportation are reduced by twenty percent.
(2) Traveling to and from work at hours other 

than "peak rush hours" aids driving conven
ience .

(3) More time available for personal business.
(4) Employees may be able to take a ten day 

vacation on four days of vacation time.
(5) Easier access to recreational facilities such 

as camping, boating, and golf.
(6) Easier access to "normal" shopping facilities, 

thus eliminating peak day crowds.
(7) An additional full day to perform household 

duties and chores.
(8) The possibility of fewer work hours per week 

without an equal reduction in pay.
(9) An extended period of time for leisure acti

vities with family or friends.

D. EMPLOYEE DISADVANTAGES
(1) It may become more difficult for employees to 

participate in civic or outside activities by 
virtue of working longer hours.

(2) The rearranged work week may necessitate 
altering the "normal" household routine and 
family and social recreational patterns.
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(3) Employees who are dependent upon public trans
portation may find that schedules are not 
available to accommodate them.

(4-) Increasing the number of hours in the work
day may increase the amount of employee fatigue.

(5) The additional leisure time will cause employees 
to increase their spending patterns.

(6) Since productivity may be increased, the oppor
tunity for employees to receive overtime pay may 
be reduced.

(7) The opportunity for employee moonlighting may 
be decreased by virtue of the longer work day.

(8) Working mothers may experience difficulty in 
obtaining child care services.



VI. BACKGROUND INFORMATION PERTAINING TO 
BLUE CROSS AND BLUE SHIELD 

OF NEBRASKA

A. DEFINITION AND CLARIFICATION
Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Nebraska has reached a goal 

that is the dream of every service or product--it has become a 
household word. But in spite of all the general impressions about 
it, relatively few people know the details of Blue Cross and Blue 
Shield of Nebraska, and Its relationship to health insurance 
companies.

The first general misconception is that Blue Cross and Blue 
Shield of Nebraska is a regional or district office of a national 
corporation. Blue Cross of Nebraska is, in fact, a hospital ser
vice association permitted to operate statewide as passed by the 
Nebraska Legislature in 19HI. Blue Shield of Nebraska, which re
ceived a Certificate of Authority from the State Department of 
Insurance in 19H5, operates as a non-profit medical service organi
zation. These two organizations which have their headquarters in 
Omaha, Nebraska, are separate and distinct organizations, each 
having its own Board of Directors. Technically, employees at the 
headquarters work for Blue Cross of Nebraska, but their services 
are rendered to Blue Shield of Nebraska on an appropriate cost 
basis.

Both Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Nebraska belong to 
national associations. Blue Cross of Nebraska is a member of Blue

3H
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Cross Association, located in Chicago, Illinois. The Blue Cross 
Association is involved in national policy, sets standards, and 
contracts for nationwide programs, such as Medicare. The Associa
tion also acts as spokesman or agent for the various Blue Cross 
organizations in matters of national concern, such as governmental 
relations, public relations, research, relationships with other 
national organizations, and the collection and interpretation of 
statistical data. Blue Shield of Nebraska Is a member of the 
National Association of Blue Shield Plans, which helps to foster 
public and professional support for the non-profit, community- 
sponsored medical care prepayment programs. It also serves as 
spokesman for individual Plans in matters of national or regional 
concern and functions as national co-ordinating agency in marketing 
advertising and public and physician relations.

The second misconception is that Blue Cross and Blue Shield 
of Nebraska pays benefits In the same way as other insurance 
companies. The difference lies in its relationship with hospitals 
and physicians that serve the company’s subscribers. Insurance 
companies usually collect dollars from participants and pay back 
dollars when a specified loss is incurred. Blue Cross and Blue 
Shield collects dollars from Its subscribers and pays back services 
The amount paid, the prepayment, by all subscribers in the Plan 
covers the charges of the person who needs care.

Another distinguishing characteristic of Blue Cross and Blue 
Shield of Nebraska is its emphasis on group coverage. While other 
insurance companies strive for group sales, most have separate 
sales forces which seek individual contracts. The advantage of
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predominantly group coverage is economy of administration. If the 
over 400,000 subscribers of Blue Cross of Nebraska had individual 
programs, and had to be billed individually, clerical details would 
be more costly and prepayment rates would be forced higher. Instead, 
for groups the Plan collects a single payment each month or each 
quarter from the employer who, din turn, may deduct some part of the 
payment from employees’ salaries. A similar advantage applies to 
enrolling new members, which, like collection, can be done more 
economically in large groups. These and other savings are obvious 
in the efficiency of Blue Cross of Nebraska. Of every dollar that 
is paid into Blue Cross of Nebraska, more than ninety cents is 
available to pay for health care benefits. Cost of administration 
is less than ten percent. In contrast, insurance companies on the 
average use more than twenty percent for operating expenses, leaving 
less than eighty cents to reimburse policyholders for expenses.

B. ORGANIZATIONAL AND FUNCTIONAL STRUCTURE
The structure of Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Nebraska is 

organized into six divisions as depicted on the organizational 
chart on the following page. While this organizational structure 
relates well to the purpose of each division, it does not serve 
well for an examination of the functional operations of the 
company. For purposes of study, the organization will be separated 
into four functional areas. These areas are sales, customer 
relations, claims processing, and support services. While it 
should not be construed that the various departments fall only into 
one of these four areas, each department can be placed in an area
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based on a majority of its functional activities and its relation
ship to other departments. These four areas are as follows:

(1) Sales 
Group Sales
Bank Depositor Sales 
Life Insurance

(2) Customer Relations 
Public Service Center 
Provider Relations 
Marketing Services

(3) Claims Processing 
Utilization Review 
Blue Cross Claims 
Blue Shield Claims
CHAMPUS (Civilian Health and Medical Program 

of the Uniformed Services)
FEP (Federal Employees Program)
Medicare
Keypunch
Computer Operations 

. Mail Room 
Central Records 

(M-) Support Services 
Personnel
Building Maintenance
Systems Analysis and Programming
Word Processing Center
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Actuarial
Audit and Reimbursement 
Membership Coding 
Accounts Receivable 
Payroll Accounting 
Accounting Operations 
Planning, Research and Development 

Sales Function.--The sales function is mainly the concern of three 
departments. These departments are charged with selling new con
tracts and renewing contracts with the company’s subscribers. In 
addition, services are available to purchase life insurance for 
those persons desiring total coverage. The composition of this 
area is typically sales representatives who are located throughout 
the State of Nebraska. They report to one of the three regional 
offices which are located in Omaha, Lincoln, and Grand Island, 
Nebraska. These employees are paid on a salary plus commission 
basis, and are assigned to specific areas. Their work often 
entails day as well as evening appointments, and there is consider
able traveling involved. As their work involves unusual hours and 
is distinctly different from most office positions in the company’s 
headquarters, they will be considered outside the scope of this 
study. This should not preclude the fact that they as a group 
could be involved in a rearranged work week.
Customer Relations.--The Customer Relations function is comprised 
primarily of three departments who are involved in servicing the 
subscribers (policyholders), physicians and hospitals, and large 
companies who desire additional assistance with their health care
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contracts. These "customers" have become, in most instances, 
familiar with the company’s current working hours of 8:00 A.M. 
to 4:30 P.M., five days a week. Implementing a four-day operation 
for these departments would necessitate communication and adver
tising on the part of the Company in order to inform the "customers" 
of the rearrangement. While other Blue Cross organizations have 
successfully implemented this conversion, it does offer the pos
sibility of reducing the Company’s image and availability to ser
vice. The rearranged work week could, however, be used to strengthen 
present service capabilities. If employees worked only four days 
per week, but longer hours, and if the departments were to remain 
in operation the current five days, or even expanded to six day 
operations In some areas, it would allow considerably more avail
able time to physicians, hospitals and subscribers to contact the 
company regarding inquiries and questions of service. Thus, cus
tomer service under the rearranged work week may not only retain 
its present status but, in fact, could improve the service and the 
C omp any’s image.
Claims Processing.--The claims processing function is composed of 
several departments whose primary activity is related to the prompt 
and accurate payment of health care services rendered. To better 
understand the function and the interrelationship of the various 
departments involved, the following example is presented.

The claim is delivered to the mail room by any one of a 
number of deliveries which start at 6:00 A.M. The correspondence 
is dated, sorted, and delivered to a control area. Employees in 
the coding area perform preliminary coding, assign case numbers,
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and verify basic completeness. The claim is then sent to the 
Data Entry area where it is keypunched to the open file to identify 
what information, if any, may already be available on the claim.
The claim is then returned, usually the next day, to the claims 
coding areas where information sheets are matched, and the claim 
is audited. At this point, it is conceivable that the claim will 
require additional review by any one of eleven different areas.
While this is typically not the case, it should be noted that when 
receiving approximately 3,000 claims on a daily basis, the number 
of claims that are pulled and sent to other departments for further 
audit or review is considerable. Following the claims audit, the 
information is returned to Data Entry where it is keypunched into 
the nightly computerized cycle. The claim is then edited and 
audited by the automated computerized system which results in a 
payable claim or one which must be re-evaluated. A check is then 
prepared for the payable claim and is sent to the Accounting area 
for signature and is finally returned to the mail room. While 
this is a very simplified example of the claims processing function, 
it should be noted that there exist a variety of specific input and 
output deadlines through the process. Thus, while several depart
ments are involved in batch processing techniques, the co-ordina
tion of these departments is critical.
Support Services.— In the support services area, each department 
is charged with the task of providing services, usually internal, 
which will allow the various areas of the company to work effi
ciently. Typically, they do not have the precise deadlines that 
exist in the other areas of the company. As such, their work



schedules have more flexibility, and can easily be adjusted.

C. OFFICE HOURS
Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Nebraska employs 310 persons, 

of which 275 are located in the Omaha office.
Currently, the standard office hours are 8:00 A.M. to >1:30 

P.M., Monday through Friday. Employees are allowed thirty minutes 
for lunch and are given two paid fifteen minute coffee breaks per 
day. Two departments, Computer Operations and the Building 
Engineering, are staffed twenty-four hours a day. Other depart
ments utilize full or part-time employees on a second shift 
during the evening hours which amount to less than ten percent of 
total employees. While this percentage of employees is small, the 
number has shown growth in the past year. Management feels that 
the number of employees working the second shift will grow in the 
future as more demands are placed on the claims processing 
functions. Of significant importance is the fact that during the 
months of June through August, the office hours are modified. 
Summer office hours are 7:30 A.M. to 4-:00 P.M. This arrangement 
has been in practice for four years. It was initially offered in 
order to allow employees longer evenings in the summer months. 
During the first week of transition, in June and September of each 
year, there has been traditionally a small number of employees 
who ask if the regular hours can be retained, or vice-versa. 
Generally, the transition is smooth and employees have been quite 
flexible regarding working hours, lunch time and transportation. 
This practice has offered valuable experience as to how the
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company’s employees react to a change in working hours.



VII. THE USE OF AN EVALUATION MODEL IN TESTING 
THE FEASIBILITY OF A REARRANGED WORK 

WEEK AT BLUE CROSS AND BLUE 
SHIELD OF NEBRASKA

From the research conducted, several authors have devised 
models from which a company can analyze significant factors in 
considering the rearranged work week. One of these authors,
Don Hellriegel, proposes a three stage technique which he feels 
will enable management to avoid the unconscious trap of the 
"bandwagon effect" through a personalized evaluation of conver
sion. This technique provides a self-control system.^8 
Hellriegel’s model is diagrammed on the following page. Each 
of the three stages is considered to be independent and distinct 
from each other. Hellriegel recommends that the analyst begins 
with stage one and proceeds to stages two and three only if all 
elements in the preceding stage have been completely satisfied.

In the first stage, evaluation is concerned with a number 
of conditions related to the formal organization. Internal 
conditions include the nature of a firm’s technology and their 
capital utilization. External conditions related to the formal 
organization include possible customer response, competition 
consequences, legal implications, and union position. The

noHellriegel, "The Four-Day Workweek: A Review and 
Assessment", p. 39.



EVALUATION MODEL

FIRST STAGE SECOND STAGE

CONDITIONS 
RELATED TO 
ORGANIZA- 
TTON

1. Nature of technology
2. Capital Utilization
3. Customer response
4. Competitive consequences
5. Legal implications
6. Union position

WITHIN 
TJÌE 

ORGANIZATION«

1. Within
A. Hours of Work

B. Remuneration

C. Physical Tiredness

D . Routinization

X DEMOGRAPHIC
FACTORS

i
l. Sex
2. Age
3. Marital Status

!

THIRD STAGE

EXTERNAL 
TO THE 
ORGANIZA
TION_____

ATTITUDINAL
FACTORS

External
Transportation
Effects

Effects on Family 
Life

Effects on Time 
Utilization

1. Organizational 
Climate

2. Attitudes

3. Job Satisfaction 
and Morale

ORGANIZA
TIONAL

EFFECTIVENES;

1. Output Effects
A, Quantity
B. Quality
2. Human Effects
A. Absenteeism
B. Turnover
C. Training Costs
D. Tardiness
E. Recruitment



second stage is concerned with how workers might be affected by 
the rearranged work week. It seeks to analyze how the workers’ 
lives and attitudes within and outside of the organization may be 
modified by the rearrangement. It further incorporates demo
graphic factors in order to anticipate the different reactions to 
the change. The third stage is involved with the measurement 
and evaluation of several classes of worker attitudes as well as 
possible and actual changes in organizational effectiveness.

In order to demonstrate how this model functions as a vehicle 
to review the facts thus far established in this study, the fol
lowing is presented as an analysis of the conditions at Blue 
Cross and Blue Shield of Nebraska.

A. STAGE ONE— CONDITIONS RELATED TO THE ORGANIZATION 
Nature of Technology.— As stated previously, the functional areas 
of the Company can be separated into claims processing, sales, 
customer relations, and support services, such as personnel, 
building maintenance, programming, and finance. While there is 
some degree of interaction and dependence in all areas of the 
company, the greatest area of co-ordinated effort occurs ±n the 
processing of claims. In the processing of a claim, several 
departments are concerned with performing certain tasks in a pre
scribed order with specific time limitations. The significance 
of this interrelationship is apparent in the quality and quantity 
of claims processed within specific guidelines established by both 
the company and its national affiliated companies. While days
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are used as the standard of measurement, the standards involve 
several days which amount to more than a week, so that if produc
tion for a given week remained the same as under the present 
system, or, in fact, improved, it would not constitute sufficient 
reason to dismiss the rearranged work week concept.

Thus, while the rearranged work week may lower production 
to perhaps 80 percent of that currently being produced on say a 
Friday, it would not be injurious so long as production was made 
up in one or more of the other work days, via longer working hours. 
It is felt, however, that should the Company consider implementing 
the rearranged work week that the entire claims processing function 
initiate the program at the same time. Unquestionably, this 
function, while far from being impossible, would require the 
greatest amount of planning and rescheduling.
Capital Utilization.— While capital utilization can be of paramount 
importance to many organizations, it does not appear to warrant 
such high priority in a labor intensive company as Blue Cross and 
Blue Shield of Nebraska. The company does not appear to possess 
certain sections or departments which require down time for main
tenance of equipment. That equipment that is currently being 
utilized can continue to be maintained during slack periods ; 
printing and duplicating machines fall into this category. The 
only maintenance area which may require rescheduling would be 
those persons responsible for cleaning the building. Inasmuch as 
their schedules have been revised previously and by virtue of the 
fact that they are under contract with the company, no difficulty 
is foreseen.



Customer Response.--All firms must be cognizant of their customers 
for they are, in fact, the reason for the Company’s existence.
For some companies, however, the customer is of extreme concern; 
such is the case of Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Nebraska. The 
Company can define its customers as physicians, hospitals, and 
the general public, who may be subscribers of service. Any arrange
ment which would distract from the Company’s service to its custo
mers would definitely denounce its acceptability. While the compo
sition of the Company’s customers is extremely broad and diverse, 
it may be thought of as those who rely primarily on prompt and 
accurate payment and those who request information and clarifica
tion.

In regard to those customers who desire payment, the claim 
processing function is of paramount importance. It is here that 
the Company could conceivably lose business and detract from its 
image by virtue of a reduction in either quantity or quality of 
production. As previously discussed, this function within the 
Company would require the greatest amount of planning and re
scheduling. If the results offered by the various surveys examined 
are correct, this function could conceivably afford distinct improve
ment in terms of both quality and quantity. With this in mind, 
there is no reason to believe that customer satisfaction would 
decline; and, in fact, it could improve.

The second group of customers, those whose demands on the 
Company are primarily in the area of inquiries and clarifications, 
could offer a problem, depending upon the concept of the



rearrangement. If, for example, those parties primarily charged 
with servicing this function were to work at hours inconvenient 
to the customer, an obvious loss would occur. However, if the 
rearranged work week were to maintain or improve on current time 
available to the customer, then the change would, in turn, enhance 
the Company’s position.

While virtually all areas of the Company could conceivably 
receive a telephone or personal visit from a customer, the two 
departments which receive more telephone calls and personal visits 
are the Public Service Center and the Personnel Department. From 
internal statistics gathered, these two departments receive over 
50 percent of all incoming telephone calls and over 75 percent 
of all personal visits on a daily basis. As related to service 
to the general public, recruitment is the primary function of the 
Personnel Department. By virtue of the ability to schedule ap
pointments in excess of the current forty hours per week, the 
department would have the distinct advantage of being able to 
interview persons currently employed by other firms who find it 
impossible to schedule an interview at times other than 8:00 A.M. 
to U:30 P.M. This process assumes that although the personnel 
of this department work only four days a week that the department 
is staffed with at least one professional interviewer Monday 
through Friday.

In regard to the Public Service Center, it is the primary 
department in the ompany charged with responding to inquiries 
from the subscribers. These inquiries may come in the form of
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written correspondence, a telephone call, or a personal visit. 
Again, assuming that the department is manned Monday through 
Friday, even though individuals work only four days a week, this 
affords the subscriber additional accessibility. Thus, while cus
tomer response and service are critical factors to be considered, 
proper planning and rescheduling cannot only continue current 
efforts but may afford distinct advantages not currently available. 
Competitive Consequences.--Competition among insurance companies 
offering health care protection has traditionally been intense.
This fact is not only true today for Blue Cross and Blue Shield 
of Nebraska, but will continue in the future and will undoubtedly 
increase. This forecasted increase in competition comes in three 
forms. First, Omaha, Nebraska, is considered to be one of the 
largest centers of home office insurance companies in the nation, 
perhaps second only to Hartford, Connecticut. As a result, home 
office facilities have traditionally expended extra effort to re
main first in sales in these geographical areas. Second, there 
appears to be no argument in public or private discussions that 
National Health Insurance is a certainty. The question lies 
in terms of when will this change take place, and what will be 
its formation.

Currently, there are some eleven bills before the Congress 
of the United States concerned with National Health Insurance.
They range from the conservative "catastrophic illness" coverage 
sponsored by the American Medical Association, to the liberal 
"socialized medicine" approach. In any event, some program is
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considered to be a reality within the next five years. It is 
anticipated that with the advent of National Health Insurance, the 
Federal Government will play a large part in the support of this 
program. As is currently the case with Medicare and other heavily 
supported programs, the Government will appoint intermediaries to 
administer this plan. It is further anticipated that these con
tracts will be offered to firms who display the ability to admini
ster the program at low costs with a high degree of proven effi
ciency and who hold a solid share of the market place. To date,
Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Nebraska has demonstrated this ability 
by having low administrative costs, a low unit cost factor on 
claims, and a large segment of the market. Currently, Blue Cross 
and Blue Shield of Nebraska holds approximately 28 percent of the 
Nebraska market. The next largest share of the market is thought 
to be less than 5 percent. Thus, it is imperative to maintain 
our place in the market.

The third factor in competition will come with the necessity 
to compete in the labor market. While this topic will be dis
cussed later and in more detail, it is important to point out that 
it becomes increasingly more difficult to attract and retain 
qualified manpower resources. To accomplish this function, the 
company will have to apply innovative approaches related to human 
relations. The rearranged work week may be one of the approaches. 
There does not appear to be any restricting factors to competition 
present in the rearranged work week.
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L e g a l  irnplications.--The two major legal implications for companies 
considering the rearranged work week are related to overtime pay 
and the length of time a female employee may work. Whereas, some 
states require overtime to be paid after eight hours in one day and 
forty hours in one week, the State of Nebraska requires overtime 
payment to employees only after they have worked forty hours in a 
single work week. Thus lengthening the work day has no significance 
in Nebraska so long as workers are not on the job more than forty 
hours per week. The second implication is related to the number 
of hours permissible for females to work. Some states have imposed 
laws which state that women may not work over nine hours per day 
nor more than fifty-four hours in a work week. While the State of 
Nebraska has no such law, those states which have had such laws 
are in the process of repealing them, inasmuch as they violate 
the constitutional rights of women to work the same number of hours 
that men may work. Thus, there does not appear to be any legal 
implication which would be prohibitive in implementing the rear
ranged work week in the State of Nebraska.
Union Position.— Some workers at Blue Cross and Blue Shield of 
Nebraska are organized with the Communications Workers of America. 
The total-membership, however, is only three, all of whom are mem
bers of the sales force. As stated previously, the sales force 
is outside the scope of this study; and thus, it is not appropriate 
for further consideration. It should be noted, however, that 
unions have traditionally fought against the rearranged work 
week. Thus, if it should be determined to implement such an
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arrangement, it would be wise to do so prior to the organization 
of labor, should one be forecasted. In this way, if the morale 
of the employees is substantially improved, it may serve to ward 
off a successful campaign on the part of organized labor. Secondly, 
if the work force is organized prior to implementation, union 
demands may be too great to compensate for the anticipated lower 
costs and higher productivity.

B. STAGE TWO— CONDITIONS RELATED TO WORKERS 
1. Within the Organization
Hours of Work.— In considering the rearranged work week, companies 
have a variety of alternatives from which to choose: (1) They 
may select a certain number of days in which all employees are 
present and the remainder of the week the operation is closed for 
business. (2) They may select certain days of operation which ex
ceed the number of work days a normal employee would work and over
lap certain days so that all employees are present some days and 
less than the total work force is present on other days. (3) They
may separate the work force so that at no time is there more or 
less than a specified number of workers present. Typical of this 
plan is the three and one-half day work week.

In considering these and a multitude of other possible 
schedules, and in consideration of customer response, it would 
appear that it is mandatory for Blue Cross and Blue Shield to 
remain open for business five days per week and to continue its 
established work days of Monday through Friday. The specific
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hours of work, however, as related to employees, could vary 
considerably. In some firms, the standard forty-hour week has 
remained even though the employee works four work days. Typical 
working hours would be 7:30 A.M. to 6:00 P.M., with a one-half 
hour non-paid meal break. Other firms who are confident that 
productivity will increase as a result of the rearrangement will 
shorten the total hours in a work week to perhaps thirty-eight 
or thirty-six. hours. Results of the American Society of Personnel 
Administration survey indicate that the most popular four-day 
schedules involves a nine and one-half hour work day.^9 Typically, 
this schedule is 7:30 A.M. to 5:30 P.M., which includes one-half 
hour non-paid lunch period. This schedule appears more palatable 
to local customs, insofar as it is recognized that many firms in 
the Omaha area start at 7:30 A.M. (Including Blue Cross and Blue 
Shield of Nebraska during the summer months) and end as late as 
5:30 P.M., which includes physicians, banks, and retail stores.

Another feature involving the convenience for employees 
could be the use of flexible starting times. Employees could have 
an opportunity to work any nine and one-half hours per day, so long 
as they are at their desks between the hours of 8:30 A.M. and 
4:00 P.M. In addition to the hours worked, the days to be 
worked could be scheduled on a similar basis. In this way, workers 
could conceivably have a voice as to which of the days, Monday

Stewart, ed., "ASPA-BNA Survey: The Changing Workweek,"
p. 7.

29
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through Friday, they desire not to work. Obviously, this approach 
would require final approval by the appropriate supervisor. Thus, 
as we consider the hours to be worked in relationship to employees 
at Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Nebraska, we find that employees 
at Blue Cross have experience in starting to work at 7:30 A.M. 
and in adjusting their working schedule twice a year. Second, that 
the starting and ending times of a nine and one-half hour day are 
not in opposition to local custom. Thus, the rearrangement of 
working hours appears to be possible and not in conflict with 
workers, especially if flexibility in scheduling is achieved. 
Remuneration.--Wages and salaries remain as an issue of prime 
concern to all employees. If it is assumed that the total hours 
in the work week would decrease from forty to thirty-eight hours, 
it amounts to a 5 percent reduction. While some firms have also 
reduced wages andsalaries a like amount, it is doubted that this 
approach would be acceptable to the workers at Blue Cross and 
Blue Shield of Nebraska. Recently, the company has initiated a 
wage and salary review which has involved employee task forces in 
its conception and implementation. With adjustments forecasted for 
January 1, 1974-, as well as current cost of living factors on the 
rise, a reduction in pay appears inconceivable. While two of the 
proposed goals of rearranged work weeks involve reducing costs 
and/or increasing productivity, it is possible that this problem 
could be overcome. For example, If productivity would remain at 
current standards, even though the worker is present 5 percent 
less time, it becomes an even trade-off. While wages on an hourly
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basis have been increased to the employee, the actual total wage 
cost to the company remains the same. If reliance is placed in 
the survey data previously cited, such an increase in productivity 
is very common.

An additional consideration related to remuneration of the 
worker is President Nixon’s Stabilization Act which became effec
tive in August, 1971. This legislation initially froze and later 
placed a 5.5 percent annual increase ceiling on wages and salaries. 
By virtue of decreasing hours without a comparable reduction in 
wages, the 5 percent would be viewed as an increase in remuneration. 
The interpretation of this legislation and the fact that other 
companies have considered fewer hours of work without a decrease 
in wages is perhaps a significant reason why more firms did not 
convert after the Act as opposed to the significant increase prior 
to the Act. If it were felt that the Stabilization Act were to 
continue into the future, it would indeed be a severe stumbling 
block. While no specific data is available at this time, it would 
appear that this restriction will no longer be a reality after the 
first quarter of 1974-.
Physical Tiredness.--As reported in the survey data previously 
reviewed in this paper, fatigue is an item of great controversy. 
Whereas, the survey data reveals that most persons prior to imple
mentation think that fatigue becomes a major factor, the reverse 
appears to be true. While many firms have working conditions 
which are not conducive to long hours on the job, the physical 
atmosphere and working conditions at Blue Cross and Blue Shield
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of Nebraska appear to be excellent. In addition, several major 
changes and situations during the past year have caused consider
able overtime. For many employees at Blue Cross and Blue Shield 
of Nebraska, the nine or ten hour work day is not new. As many 
authors have proposed, fatigue is perhaps not as closely related 
to hours worked but more closely related to job satisfaction. 
Routinization.— Without a doubt there are many jobs at Blue Cross 
and Blue Shield of Nebraska that are very routine. Employees 
have voiced disenchantment with these jobs and have occasionally 
offered suggestions on how to make the jobs more varied. Management, 
too, is concerned with this problem and approaches are currently 
being investigated to resolve the dilemma. Whether or not the 
pi'oblems are resolved, the question becomes, "Would the increased 
hours in the work day significantly add to the routinization of 
the job?" While the answer to this question may not be possible, 
it is felt by this writer that by having three days completely 
away from the job, the worker may better tend to forget his bore
dom. He is now in a position to look forward to Thursday as 
opposed to Friday.
2. External to the Organization
Transportation.--In some areas of the country, the effect that 
transportation has on workers can automatically preclude any 
thought of a rearranged work week. Such is the case where a 
majority of the work force utilizes public transportation, 
especially commuter trains. Also applicable are office facilities 
located some distance from the central core of the city, or where
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public transportation is not available after certain hours in 
the day. The location of the Company’s headquarters is 72nd and 
Mercy Road, which is near several main streets in the city. While 
this location is in the southwestern part of the city, a review 
of the public transportation facilities indicates that buses are 
available at a variety of times on a regular basis. A visual 
survey indicates that while the utilization of public transporta
tion by Blue Cross and Blue Shield employees is seasonal, it rarely 
exceeds 5 percent of the work force. In addition, free parking 
is available to employees; and it is estimated that 85 percent of 
the employees travel to work alone in their own automobiles. The 
remaining 10 percent participate in car pools or are transported 
to and from work by their spouses. Thus, transportation to and 
from work does not appear to have a significant effect on the 
rearranged work week at Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Nebraska. 
Effects on family life.--In her survey of 1M-2 employees who work 
four days a week, Riva Poor found that 105 experienced no problems 
adjusting to the new system. Of the thirty-seven persons who ex
perienced some problems, the most common was the initial adjust
ments that occurred primarily with more strenuous jobs at firms 
who worked ten hour days as opposed to nine or nine and one-half 
hour days. Among those who experienced some problems, females 
accounted for the largest share.30 Typical problems for married

3(3Poor, Days, ^0 Hours, p. 113.
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females included not being able to prepare early enough for their
evening meal. Additional problems cited were not enough rest time
before attending evening meetings and engagements such as P.T.A.,
bowling, Y.M.C.A., and Scouts. It should be kept in mind that
these problems were voiced by a small number of persons. While
these disadvantages were cited, others felt that it allowed more
uninterrupted time with their families. Seventy-five percent of
the surveyees reported the ability to spend more blocks of time

31with their families. Examples cited were family projects, 
hobbies, visiting relatives, and traveling.
Effects on time utilization.--In an article in which he discussed 
the effects of automation upon leisure time, William Faunce sug-Igested that with increased leisure time, workers would probablyseek more creative and service-oriented outlets for their e n e r g i e s . 32 
He further felt that more free time would enable workers to ac
quire skills necessary to engage in participant activities result
ing in a decrease of participation in spectator sports. His sur
vey revealed that while persons anticipated far more participation 
in these activities than was actually achieved, they did, in fact, 
become more participative with the increased leisure time.

31Ibid., p. 115.
32William A. Faunce, "Automation and Leisure," in Work 

and Leisure, ed. by Erwin 0. Smigel (New Haven: College and 
University Press, 1963), p. 89.
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In addition, Riva Poor feels that by the increase in 
free time available from the four-day week, it will serve as a

'D 'Dsalvation to many workers. She proposes that where persons in 
management and other professional positions can identify and 
justify their reasons for existence, many unskilled workers have 
difficulty in this area. As such, she feels that many more 
workers have turned to leisure activities to justify their exis
tence to others. Through the availability of more leisure time, 
they are better able to find salvation.

In conclusion, the effects of the rearranged work week on 
workers as cited above and in other sections of this paper appear 
to be positive. While some employees cite problems with the 
system, they are few and generally appear only during the period 
of transition. It appears then that the major difficulty lies 
in the employees’ perception of what the normal work week is.
3. Demographic Factors

It is advised by Hellriegel to explore the demographic 
factors of sex, age and marital status as they relate to the 
worker conditions. Of the 275 employees in the Omaha office,
195 are female, representing 71 percent of the population. Among 
these females, 106 are married, and 51 are considered to be work
ing mothers with dependent children less than 18 years of age. The 
age of employees has an arithmatic mean of 33 years, and the mode 
is 22 years of age. In addition, the arithmatic mean of the 
service with Blue Cross is 6 years, with a mode of one year.

33Poor, 9- Days, BO Hours, p. 121
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From these facts the typical employee can be generalized as 
a female, single or newly married, who is less than twenty-five 
years of age and who has less than three years service with the 
Company. From this generalization as pertaining to conditions 
related to workers, this writer is not aware of any serious dis
advantages which would occur as a result of moving to the rear
ranged work week. In fact, the composition of the employees would 
appear to support such an innovation, inasmuch as they are young, 
inexperienced, and generally not acclimated to the rigidity of 
the five-day work week, eight hours per day.

C. STAGE THREE

The corrponents in the third stage of analysis involve the 
measurement and evaluation of several classes of worker attitudes 
as well as possible and actual changes in organizational effective
ness. "The model suggests that the conditions related to workers’ 
lives within and external to the organization are related to workers’ 
attitudes. The magnitude and direction of an attitudinal change 
related to conversion may be influenced by these conditions and 
other factors such as organizational climate, job satisfaction 
and m o r a l e . i t  is the direction and intensity of the three 
classes of worker attitudes which influence organizational effective
ness. Organizational climate is defined as a "set of measurable 
properties of the work environment, perceived directly or in
directly by the people who live and work in this environment, and

Hellriegel, "The Four-Day Workweek: A Review and Assessment,"34-
p.  16.
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assumed to influence their motivation."35
"Job satisfaction and morale is used in a narrower sense 

as the attitudinal degree of favor or disfavor toward the position 
held or the tasks accomplished with the organization.”3*̂ It is 
presumed that since the job content remains constant with conver
sion, major changes should be related to perceptions caused by the 
conversion. Inasmuch as the Company’s position is in agreement 
with Kenneth Wheeler, a management consultant, who recommends that 
a firm should not intimate to employees a four-day conversion until 
after all planning and investigation is conducted, it is impossible 
at this time to review the attitudes of the employees. Don 
Hellriegel warns companies against the self-development of atti
tudinal measures. Inasmuch as he believes few firms to possess 
the professional capability to construct and validate such mea
sures, he offers aid in securing such measures by noting two
resources.37

As attitudes affect the organizational effectiveness both 
output and human effects can be measured. These measurements are 
typically quite receptive by management in that the emphasis is 
quantitative in nature.

36Ibid.
^^Resources are: George H. Litwin and Robert A. Stringer, 

Jr., Motivation and Organizational Climate (Cambridge, Mass.: 
Division of Research, Graduate School of Business Administration, 
Harvard University/, 1968) p. 1, and John P. Robinson, Robert 
Athanasiou, and Kendra B. Head, Measures of Occupational Attitudes 
and Occupational Characteristics (Ann Arbor: Institute for Social 
Research, University of Michigan, 1969), pp. 99-186.
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1. Output effects
Here the quantity and quality of work performed can be 

measured prior to and after the conversion. In the claims proces
sing function of Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Nebraska, measure
ment can be attained by past payment audits, error listings cur
rently available from an automated system and from a work measure
ment program that is currently applied in many of the areas. Like
wise, a work measurement program is available in other areas of the 
company which would serve as a standard. Where work measurement 
is not available, the Company could use a recently created system 
which is similar to a management by objectives approach. Thus, 
while not specifically Identifying how each worker would be 
measured, there appears to be a variety of means available to 
the Company.
2. Human effects

As with the effects upon output, the human effects can also 
be measured without considerable difficulty.
Absenteeism, tardiness and turnover.--The current rate of absentee
ism at Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Nebraska is M-.5 percent. By 
measuring the specific rate of absenteeism for each department 
prior to and after implementation, the company can easily identify 
the change that occurs and can convert this change into specific 
costs. Likewise, tardiness can also easily be measured against 
information available from the Payroll Accounting Department. 
Turnover among the clerical work force is currently 28.S percent. 
Whereas this percentage is perhaps typical among service-oriented



firms, it, nevertheless, increases the cost of training and 
recruiting qualified manpower.
Training costs and recruitment.— Through a reduction in turnover, 
the reoccuring training costs can be reduced as well as normal 
recruitment costs to locate replacements for departing employees. 
Furthermore, if found to be acceptable to the labor market, the 
Company should be able to attract a larger group of more qualified 
applicants and within a shorter time frame. This would certainly 
decrease understaffing that often occurs in that time period between 
when an employee leaves the Company and until a replacement is 
found. Statistics related to measuring this area can be found in 
records maintained by the Personnel Department.

64-



Vili. RECOMMENDATIONS

From the research and analysis presented, the rearranged 
work week is a viable concept and feasible for implementation at 
Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Nebraska. While the true dimensions 
and effects of this concept cannot be known with certainty unless 
tested, it is recommended that a pilot study be established.

It is the expressed view of the executive management of 
the Company that a rearranged work week could be implemented on 
a trial basis if it met the following objectives:

(1) Service to the subscribers, clients and other 
customers will not diminish.

(2) Current productivity levels must be increased 
to offset any additional costs that may be in
curred as a result of the implementation.

(3) Turnover and absenteeism must decrease from 
present levels.

(4-) The rearrangement must be viewed by at least 
seventy-five percent of the employees and 
management in the pilot groups as having substan
tial benefits over the current work week.

In consideration of these objectives, the following repre
sent specific recommendations for implementing a rearranged work 
week:

65
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(1) A pilot study of the rearranged work week should begin 
on April 1, 1974, and continue until October 1, 1974. This 180- 
day trial period will provide the appropriate employees and the 
Company’s management with an opportunity to study the effects of 
the program in a period which involves several transitions.
These transitions include employees’ transportation to and from 
work during both inclement weather and good weather; the exper
iences of working mothers while their children are attending 
school, as well as while they are on summer vacation; and those 
enployees in the pilot group viewing other employees as they move 
from the normal working hours to the summer working hours.

The length of the pilot study also provides ample time for 
the newness of the program to diminish and allows the employee 
and family an opportunity to adjust to the transition.

(2) Departments considered appropriate for the pilot study 
include Planning, Research and Development, Actuarial, Personnel, 
Membership Coding, Accounts Receivable, and the Word Processing 
Center.

(3) Weekly working hours for the pilot group should be 
reduced from forty to thirty-eight hours per week. There should 
be no reduction in salary. This amounts to an effective 5 percent 
increase on an hourly basis but does not affect actual payroll 
dollars. If the Wage Price Stabilization Act should continue to 
be in force, this 5 percent increase would normally apply only to 
management personnel, inasmuch as the Act specifically eliminates 
employees whose salary is less than $3.75 per hour from the wage
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controls. The salaries of the majority of persons in the pilot 
group would thus not be subject to the 5.5 percent wage ceiling.

(4) Employees on the rearranged work week will work nine 
and one-half horn's per day, four days per week. The day off will 
be either Monday or Friday for the particular employee. Employees 
will continue to receive two paid fifteen minute coffee breaks 
and one non-paid thirty minute lunch break.

In determining which day off, either Monday or Friday, an 
employee will receive, it is recommended that the employee be given 
an opportunity to voice his preference. The immediate supervisor 
should be responsible for assuring that an appropriate number 
of employees is present on both Monday as well as Friday. Should 
scheduling problems occur, the day off should be determined by the 
supervisor using seniority with the Company as the determining 
factor.

(5) Flexible starting times should be incorporated into the 
rearranged work week. Employees should be permitted to start as 
early as 7:00 A.M. or as late as 8:30 A.M. As with the day off, 
scheduling should be accomplished by the supervisor with input
by the employee. Scheduling problems could be resolved in the 
same manner as prescribed for the day off.

(6) Prior to implementation, units of measurement should 
be established for each department involved in the pilot study. 
These measurements include but are not restricted to current 
absenteeism, turnover, and production standards. In addition, 
the appropriate measurements should be evaluated on a monthly
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basis throughout the study. The April 1, 1974-, starting date 
also coincides with the implementation of a new automated account
ing system which will facilitate cost measurement.

(7) Meetings should be held with all employees and manage
ment personnel who comprise the pilot group. The specific pur
pose, objectives, and transitions should be discussed. Following 
this communication, a private vote should be conducted. In no 
case should a department be able to participate in the pilot study 
unless seventy-five percent of the employees are in favor of the 
program. If accepted by seventy-five percent of the employees in 
the department, all persons will be expected to participate.

(8) The Company’s current policy regarding sick leave is 
that an employee accrues one day per month. While the term "day" 
is typically used, it is maintained in accounting records on an 
hourly basis. While this practice should continue, any work day 
that is missed will result in a reduction of nine and one-half 
hours accrued sick time.

(9) Vacation time is currently calculated in terms of 
working days. For example, after one year of service, employees 
are eligible for ten days of vacation. This policy should be 
converted to hours as a unit of measurement. Thus, an employee 
who is absent from the Company for one work week for reason of 
vacation has in effect used thirty-eight hours of vacation time.

(10) When a normal Company holiday falls on any day, Monday 
through Friday, employees will be expected to work the remaining 
four days in a week, regardless of what day would normally be
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considered their day off.
In summation, the above recommendations should provide the 

Company with the appropriate yardsticks of measurement and policy 
adjustments to effectively implement and identify the impact of the 
rearranged work week. In this way, fact can be severed from fiction, 
hope from reality, and the viability of the concept measured 
objectively. If found to be acceptable among the pilot groups, 
further planning and budgeting could be accomplished in a time 
frame consistent with other areas of the Company implementing the 
rearranged work week by January, 1975.
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